
Dear Buck;
Can not figure who you are. Are you Edschaw; at the edge of  
a forest,or are you Branxholm; on the branch between to  
flows, or are you Buckcleuch; a stream bouncing downward 
between steep sides, or are you a large estate where no one  
can figure you out. This is a letter to Buck who ever you may 
be.



Thought I could bring the Douglas from Cavers back;

But the place is up for sale; 
http://www.rettie.co.uk/property-for-sale/borders/denholm/MEL130005-house-building-plot-land-country-home-roxburghshire

May be the people from Stobs; but it has been sold;

http://www.rightmove.co.uk/property-for-sale/property-31968148.html

and Maggie has moved to Redheugh.

http://www.rettie.co.uk/property-for-sale/borders/denholm/MEL130005-house-building-plot-land-country-home-roxburghshire
http://www.rightmove.co.uk/property-for-sale/property-31968148.html


Buck what we have to do now is to save 
The Hermitage Castle, from a wind farm.

In this case I feel like the; 

Do not think I have much of a chance 
against a windmill, but for family it is 
worth a try.



The Armstrong Clan seems to be riding with us though;

Finding out that it is a sword, and figure that Milnholm 
means; mill on a bank, and that the bottom stone is a squared 
off, mill stone with a square hole. The sword has been pulled 
from it's stone and we are getting ready for the saddle. Any 
and all Elliott/Elliot which do not ride English, can saddle 
and ride the Armstrong also.



How Cavers and Stobs are now, with the wind farm the 
Hermitage Castle will become. The mills do not need to be 
place on The Hill. To the Ellot, The Hill, means The 
Hermitage Hill, and if one is of the hill, it is the Hermitage 
Hill.

Though map maker not accurate; what hill does one see?



Buck if you have stopped feuding we need those some of 
those left-handed Ker to ride with us. They are still around,
and you can find them at Ferniehirst Castle

You can contact them at;

Ferniehirst Castle
Jedburgh
Roxburghshire
TD8 6NX
United Kingdom

Ferniehirst Castle Letting Enquiries
Sheila Adamson
Mobile No. 0782 544 0198
Email. enquiries@crabtreeandcrabtree.com

Ferniehirst Castle Kerr Tours
Visits and Kerr History Enquiries
Bob Lawson
Mobile No. 07900 152 986
Email. boblawsontd9@btinternet.com

They were part of the old gang. 

mailto:enquiries@crabtreeandcrabtree.com
mailto:boblawsontd9@btinternet.com


In the above one can see that a James Ker, helped out 
the old gang.

Buck would like to thank you for your financial support 
in the past in helping out the old gang.



I am thinking that the Kerr do not want to join us 
because their tower was on should I say the English 
side of the border, unlike the Armstrong towers on the 
Scottish side.

Saxton 1576 mapped a tower at Kershopefoot; 
meaning at the mouth (foot), of the valley (hope) of the 
Kers (is taken to be possessive as Ker's).



Better look to where it likely is;

Though the Ker being of the English side of the border, 
hope they ride with us Buck, against the wind farm.

Buck, I feel it is time to give the group a new name. 
Since leven means lightning, lets call ourselves the;

Leven Brigade 
It sounds better than; Traitors or Thieves of Leven.



Buck, in my family Goranberry goes far back.
William Elwald owned land in Goranberry, 
previous to Robert Elwald receiving land at 
Redheugh;



Goranberry had a tower, and its own Brownie, named 
Cowie.  The Brownie; Cowie seems to recognize the 
approaching danger of the wind farm a coming.  If the 
wind farm is built Cowie will not want to leave his good 
friend Smokie, from here in New Mexico, USA. 
Goranberry Tower was located at the foot of the 
proposed wind farm.





Soundhope (Leon), Dunlie/Dunley (Archibald), 
Goranberry (Archibald), and Braidlie/Braidley 
(Andrew), are 1541 Elwald (Ellot/Elliot), family names 
which are at localities of this proposed wind farm. 

Note; given the above proposal the camera direction, 
this is about what one would see well taking a well 
placed photo of  The Hermitage.

Whether tourists from around the world which have 
ancestrial descendents from the above Elwald 
(Ellot/Elliot) would pay money to come to the United 
Kingdom to visit their homeland with the wind farm at 
such a location is questionable.



Martin of Braidley;
http://www.elliotclan.com/history/map-of-elliot-territory/ 

 
The Elliot Clan Society, has been informed by me over 
the years that Braidley the home of clan leader Martin, 
is mislocated. Note to change the location is acting in 

http://www.elliotclan.com/history/map-of-elliot-territory/


the manner of the English, if you do not ride English, 
you can ride like I am doing with the Buck and the 
Armstrong. It is a no brainer, if you are Scot.

Guess what the proposed wind farm map in colored in 
fusia has the right location of Braidley/Braidlie between 
the Hermitage Castle and Goranberry. 

Martin is important to Clan history because;

Of his development of newer Ellot communties near the 
older Elwald ones.

Where Goranberry, Larriston, and Thorlishope are the 
older communities, Martin developed newer 
communities of Braidley, Prickenhaugh, and 
Heughhouse.



Note; Martin was first of Braidley;

For his leadership and support to the Clan at a time in 
which a Robert was not able to lead, Martin of Braidley 

filled in.

Martin of Braidley was known to fight along side and 
support of Buck.



The Grain of Martin Ellot was in support of Robin (son 
of Rob son of Robert, and the father of Young Robin) of 
Redheugh.



Robert Ellot alias Clementis Hob is listed in 
Goranberry, and Archibald Ellot alias Archie Kene 
(wise), is son of Martin of Braidley.

Buck lets begin looking at my family tree;

One can see a number of Ellot deaths around 1564/1565



This is called the Ellot-Scot fued. By looking at the 
above one can see that James Scot son to Walter Scot in 
Hassindeen fought with the Ellot in the killing of David 
Scot of Hassindeen, in this fashion the Ellot along with 
Buck acquired land. 

One can see above that Buck judged the afair, with the 
Scot family prosecuting the Ellot, and the Douglas 
defending the Ellot. 



One can see a William Ellot of Lariston, William Ellot 
of Horsleyhill, Gawenis Willie, James Douglas of 
Cavers and others mentioned.

According to the criminal records was it really a fued 
between the Ellot and Scot?



It can be seen a link between Scottis Hob and the 



Hamilton of Stonehouse which obtained Ulster land.

Buck by following you, can you see how Dandie Ellot, 
became Daniel Elliot of Fermanagh, Ulster, one 
Hamilton estate land.

Guess Gilbert ended up with old David Scot's land of 
Hassideen. 

Buck, the Ulster family of the Hamilton leases, never 
did seem to like the names Walter or Gilbert.

Guess Buck, the Armstrong, and I,  and the Elliott 
which do not ride English, have a wind farm to go after.



Gavin of Baillillie and Stobs, had daughters only, and Gilbert of Stobs, being the stepson 
of Gavin acquired Stobs in full payment from these daughters. Marion Hamilton could 
have been instrumental, besides a Robert Hamilton for Dandie Ellot/Daniel Elliot to 
obtain a Hamilton lease in the Ulster Plantation.

Mark Elliott                                                7/24/2013


